
Sisters Grimm Announce Release of 

‘Together Let Go’ حد  كلنا Featuring Arab Talent 

A Musical Collaboration Celebrating International Talent Across Five Continents; 

Co-written by Ella Spira and DB Gad, Featuring Vocals of  Madyan 

Hamza and Arqam Al Abri 

Dubai, United Arab Emirates, June 2020 – On the  21st June, World Music Day, the globe-trotting 

production company, Sisters Grimm, launch ‘Together Let Go’ حد كلنا 

The music has been recorded across five continents from the portfolio of Sisters Grimm global’s cultural 

dance musical productions, woven adeptly into the stunning musical tapestry. The song co-written by 

Ella Spira and Dubai-based DB Gad with all territories represented through Sister Grimm’s honest, pure 

and successful collaborations. 

It serves as an opportunity to set local talent alongside major multi award-winning international artists. 

UAE Egyptian singer-songwriter DB Gad wrote the Arabic lyrics, sung by Madyan Hamza and Emirati 

singer Arqam Al Abri, Internationally, the award-winning collaborators include South Africa’s Joseph 

Shabalala, Ladysmith Black Mambazo, Mark Baldwin OBE; Brazil’s Dito Martins, Danny Nascimento, Olodum, Helen 

Pickett; in Japan Siori Tanabe, Tokyo Philharmonic Choir and Tetsuro Shimaguchi. Balinese collaborators 

include Yasmin Priyatmoko-Bohn, James Cousins, Naomi Hammerton and for the Nordics Alfie Boe, Joely 

Richardson, and James Phillips, that all collaborate with Sisters Grimm and this anthem creates one 

platform for all territories to co-exist together.  



“There is an invisible strength in every heart, united” Oscar and Tony winning legend of the stage 

and screen Jeremy Irons voice leads us into the evocative vocals. “Take a step into the unknown - 

only together we are one,” the song epitomizes Ella Spira’s cross cultural collaboration and musical 

composition prowess. 

The launch of the ‘Together Let Go’ music video, created by UAE Director Shantanu Suri, will be available 

to enjoy on the Sisters Grimm social platforms and website - it showcases the wealth of talent breaking  

down cultural barriers that bridges diverse cultural influences, spreading a positive message of unity and 

strength together as a dialogue of connected voices from across the world.  

Sisters Grimm was founded by former Royal Ballet ballerina Pietra Mello-Pittman and Grammy-

nominated composer Ella Spira, with a vision to create culturally themed and socially relevant 

productions that maintain the highest artistic standards, and are accessible to diverse modern 

audiences. This stunning collection of dance musicals tell stories which impact individuals into cultural 

and social change through highlighting the importance of the way people treat each other and their 

environment.

-Ends-
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About Sisters Grimm 

Sisters Grimm is a dynamic and creative partnership between ex Royal Ballet ballerina Pietra Mello-

Pittman and Grammy nominated composer Ella Spira. 

In 2009, they had a vision to create a theatre company that broke all the rules. Sisters Grimm was born.   
The company celebrates cultures and inclusivity, collaborating with both traditional and contemporary 
performance artists from all around the world to create stylistically diverse and transformational live 
experiences, which speak (to) diverse audiences and embrace the principal themes that are the centre of 
the social conversations of today. An ever-expanding portfolio drawing influence from Africa, Europe, 
Asia and South America and now the Middle East, Sisters Grimm has already achieved a wealth of 
success in both creativity and performance. 

The company has toured domestically and internationally to both mainstream success and critical 
acclaim, receiving glowing reviews from the BBC, ITV, The Independent and the Telegraph, as well as 
achieving a Grammy nomination in the US and the Brazilian International Press Award for Best Show. 
The company’s debut production featured in the UK’s Royal Variety Performance and has most recently 
been hosted at the iconic Royal Albert Hall, to a standing ovation. 

https://sisters-grimm.co.uk/
https://sisters-grimm.co.uk/



